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Minutes of the UCU York Branch General Meeting
Monday 27 April at 12:30 pm (via Zoom)

Present: 		56 members 

Minute Taker:  	Vicky Cattini (UCU Branch Administrator)

Report from UCU Exec on Vice-Chancellor/HR Meetings

An update on information raised at the last branch meeting was given to members.

Board of Studies – These are to be continued. 

External Funding – External funders (PI’s) were prevented from accessing external funding and VC clarified this should not be happening.

An update from the latest HR/VC meetings would be given on the following:
1. Government Furlough policy and how it can be accessed.
2. Staff on precarious employment arrangements
3. Workload Issues
4. The University authorities and threat to finances in the coming year. 

Government Furlough Policy – UCU pressed hard for clarification and confirmed that it can be used for research staff, academic, technical and support staff where work cannot be continued and for conferencing and catering staff.  Staff who rely on public funds, which includes money from student streams/fees cannot access the scheme.  Further clarification is needed for those staff on mixed funding.
Note – regarding research only centres, HR are waiting for clarification from the government.  If funds are from public expenditure, staff cannot be furloughed.  If funds come from the research council which are privately funded there is potential for the furlough scheme there. 

Recruitment Policy – the policy focused on business-critical posts but UCU argued that staff on fixed term contracts (FTC) are renewed.  HR would investigate this.  A document from HR went to UEB regarding recruitment (unions had not seen it yet) and the proposal was:-
1) contracts coming to an end and that are not related to Covid-19 are to be looked at on a case by case basis.
2) Some contracts coming to an end, but which have a likelihood of guaranteed funds will be looked at continuing using bridging funds.
3) Post Grads who teach, researchers etc can make a case for renewing and retaining staff to meet the needs for the next academic year.
Departments had been asked to respond on what staff they have and this information would be fed into the collective communications meeting which all unions attend.

Questions were taken from members in the meeting and via text chat.

Text question: Since the Uni needs to save so rigorously now (e.g. all our discretionary spending has been cut in our department), has the VC's and his managerial colleague's pay, bonuses and/or discretionary spending been cut accordingly too?  Reply from Exec – item to be put on the agenda for discussion at the next HR/VC meeting. 
Text question: is it clear from discussion exactly what limits the 'recruitment freeze' has placed on the renewal of fixed term contracts? This has been mentioned to me as a question that 'managers' don't have an answer to if the freeze prevents some renewals/reissuing of contracts. 

Text question: I lead a postgraduate programme and have been told I must meet all students weekly (50+). I have been doing this using zoom although students have said every other week works better for them. This does increase workload and is an unexpected extra duty (along with others). We also have to prepare all modules for the autumn to be online. Is this agreed across the university? 
Text question: Has there been talk of redundancy packages for people on fixed term contracts not eligible for renewal, given the extraordinary times we are going through?

Response to all three questions from Exec – UCU is making the argument that there is a connection between renewals and fixed term contracts and the ability to deliver courses in September/October.  In reply to the question on workload, there are new tasks which increase the workload on staff, and these have been raised.  UCU were given an assurance that further guidance would be sent out by managers. In the consultation meetings, departments had been asked to report on the situation with staff on fixed term and precarious contracts and the information was needed this week.  UCU had also stressed with HR that immediate to mid-term plans were needed so courses could be successfully delivered in Sept/Oct.  

Text Question: Has there been talk of redundancy packages for people on fixed term contracts not eligible for renewal, given the extraordinary times we are going through?
Reply: No discussions had taken place on redundancy packages for staff on FTC’s.  UCU will ask management how they are going to help staff in this situation (re-deployment, increase packages).

Question: Non-EU staff still pressured to pay for their VISA’s and can the branch keep in mind non-EU staff when they have discussions with the VC/HR. Reply: the union is doing a lot of work on this nationally and will raise it with management at the next meeting.

In response to questions about the extra workload put on staff by working online, attending extra meetings on zoom, learning new software and management not pedologically consulting academics, UCU will continue to raise these issues with the VC and HR.  Further guidance on safeguarding and privacy issues was requested by members especially in relation to contacting students by video call etc. The cost implications of working from home and problems with internet speeds was also a concern along with staff wellbeing and the branch would continue to raise all these issues with management.

Other issues raised involved childcare and working from home and the equality impact, and whether management have considered this, as well as the impact on disabled staff.  Noted that some of these issues had come up in earlier discussions on pay equality and gender pay gap and a survey of members alongside a campaign was suggested as an option for Exec to consider. 

Questions were raised around admissions and the relaxing of standard English requirements for students which could impact the quality of work, increase workload for staff and decrease job satisfaction, which in turn could damage the student experience and demoralise staff.  These are all items for the VC/HR meetings and in relation to the admissions policy. 

In response to a question on fixed term contracts, the exec reported that there had been changes to fixed term contracts and staff who had worked for more than 2.5 years would be moved onto continuous contracts.  Overall this was a better solution, but caution was still needed, and this was an area the branch would push forward on to achieve job security for its precarious workers. 

Members were assured that any of the chat questions that had not been dealt with would be looked at in the Exec meetings.  Noted that members could also ask questions using the twitter account or via email. 
 
Any Other Business
Board of Studies – a member asked that a document they had previously circulated to members in their department on this issue, was circulated to all branch members. 
Next Meeting – a request was made to have another branch meeting and to ask a health worker to come along and talk about their experiences.
Workers Memorial Day – a remembrance is being held tomorrow (28th April) at 11.00 am and the branch to commemorate this online by coming together at 11.00 am.  Branch to send a message to members later today on how to join this.
Contracts by direct appointment – a member asked for clarification on this type of contract in relation to Covid-19.  The member to write to exec with an example.

Another meeting would be scheduled in a couple of weeks and would include a short presentation from an NHS colleague.

The meeting ended at 1.35 pm 


LIST OF CHAT QUESTIONS/COMMENTS AND INFORMATION 

Questions highlighted will be dealt with by the branch at a future exec meeting.
Question: Since the Uni needs to save so rigorously now (e.g. all our discretionary spending has been cut in our department), has the VC's and his managerial colleague's pay, bonuses and/or discretionary spending been cut accordingly too?
Question: is it clear from discussion exactly what limits the 'recruitment freeze' has placed on the renewal of fixed term contracts? This has been mentioned to me as a question that 'managers' don't have an answer to if the freeze prevents some renewals/reissuing of contracts. 
Question: I lead a postgraduate programme and have been told I must meet all students weekly (50+). I have been doing this using zoom although students have said every other week works better for them. This does increase workload and is an unexpected extra duty (along with others). We also have to prepare all modules for the autumn to be online. Is this agreed across the university?
Question: Has there been talk of redundancy packages for people on fixed term contracts not eligible for renewal, given the extraordinary times we are going through?
Comment: The policy to contact students each week or have contact point each week stems from the centrally issued policy on contact with student and supervising students on independent study modules during the summer
Question: Can we discourage the Uni from going ahead with expensive external appointments for senior managerial posts currently going through the system in the interests of saving money?  Particularly if there are good internal candidates already functioning well in those posts on an interim basis?
Question: Has anybody asked about the informal subsidy we are all giving the University by using our own resources for comms packages, electricity etc? 
Comment: Interesting point. Perhaps we can also make tax deductions for that in our tax returns?
Question: Guidance on claiming these via tax returns would be welcome.
Information: this can be done through payroll
https://blog.moneysavingexpert.com/2020/04/martin-lewis--working-from-home-due-to-coronavirus--claim-p6-wk-/   as individuals can claim back £6 per week but it would be better to get it done thru payroll
Question: The VC's Friday messages have struck a particularly grating note in advocating that we follow government and PHE advice. It is clear by now, and to most of us has been clear since early February, that PHE and the UK government are not producing the best advice on covid-19. Please can we suggest he endorses instead the advice of the WHO. This would also be a more appropriate institution to reference for our international staff and student body.
The instinct is to reproduce online the F2F experience, it isn't possible, and it causes stress for both students and staff.
Question: another issue is timing: I currently have students who have dispersed from Hong Kong to the US. For their sake we can only meet altogether between about 2 and 4 pm UK time. But I can’t help feeling like I need to be on duty for much longer hours in order to be able to 'meet' them
Information: Can I add as a reference in support of @Joanne's point wrt research and equality: editors saying research paper submissions by women are falling significantly comparative to men in some quarters: https://www.thelily.com/women-academics-seem-to-be-submitting-fewer-papers-during-coronavirus-never-seen-anything-like-it-says-one-editor/?fbclid=IwAR2hW-cpLPcrry8rMqiMxIu_zdQZ6n8qqINZDeegdm_s6wv1ChDs6tL6FCM
Question: I know colleagues are very concerned about mixed messages about childcare and other responsibilities and working- giving warm sounding reassurances and then demanding deadlines are met etc etc. Clarification on how these things are interpreted in practice would be good.
Question: has the university got the power to allow departments to renew fixed term contracts that are by direct appointment?
https://www.york.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/apply/international/english/" https://www.york.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/apply/international/english/
Question: Due to the ongoing coronavirus (COVID-19) situation and the difficulties around English language tests, we are relaxing our standard English language requirements by 0.5 IELTS (or equivalent) for undergraduate degrees and postgraduate Masters, to provide greater flexibility for all applicants. No reduction will be made below the permitted UKVI minimum levels (no lower than 5.5 overall and in all components). Additional support will also be provided when you start your studies. We are closely monitoring the situation as it evolves and are developing further options to support offer holders in meeting language conditions and we will keep this page updated."

